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“By the time [consumers] 
buy a number of over-the-
top services, they find out 
that [with] our multichannel 
video product they actually 
get more for the money 
they pay than they do if 
they go and try to pull it 

off of the Internet.” 
— Patrick Esser, Cox Communications 

president, speaking last Wednesday (Sept. 
9) on Fox Business Network’s Countdown 
to the Closing Bell With Liz Claman, when 
asked about the competitive threat posed 

by the new Apple TV.

Next-Gen Video Alliance Challenges 
Widely-Used Streaming Technology 
The newly formed Alliance for Open Media — a collaboration of seven major Internet and 
software companies — will develop video-streaming formats, codecs and other technolo-
gies that are intended to shake up existing systems used across platforms and networks.

One initial goal of the alliance is to build “a next-generation royalty-free video codec.” 
That’s a way of bypassing the licensing fees that MPEG LA collects on behalf of its 35 
patent-holding members, which include Apple, CableLabs, Cisco Systems, Microsoft, 
Panasonic, Samsung and Sony.

 Members of the new alliance are Amazon, Cisco, Google, Intel, Microsoft, Mozilla and 
Netflix.  Matt Frost, a Google executive and spokesman for the new group, said other organizations — possibly includ-
ing communications carriers that carry streamed programming — are examining the new plan.

 “We’ve seen recent interest in open video from those industry segments, so we wouldn’t be surprised if carriers 
explored membership in the Alliance for Open Media,” Frost told Multichannel News.

 Alliance members are spurred by the need for advanced codecs with better compression rates as resolution and 
frame-rates increase on streaming video platforms. 

For more of this blog, please visit http://www.multichannel.com/blog/i-was-saying/next-gen-video-alliance-
challenges-widely-used-streaming-technology/393619.

BLOG: AS I WAS SAYING

NUMBER 

35%  
Share of on-demand video viewing, 

according to Ericsson’s ConsumerLab 
TV & Media Report for 2015, 

based on interviews with more than 
22,500 consumers in 20 global 

markets. Ericsson also found that 
video viewing on smartphones has 

risen 71% since 2012, and that 
teen-agers are watching video for 
two-thirds of the total time they 
spend on their mobile devices. 

connections

“Concept goes back to Interactive TV 
days in late ’90s; sounds more market-
able than it is.” 

— Philip Swann (@SwanniOnTV) of TV 
Predictions on news that Liberty Global 
had joined a Series-A funding round in 
LookLive, a startup that lets consumers 
buy items they see on TV, such as a tie 
worn by Frank Underwood (Kevin Spacey) 
in Netflix original House of Cards.

“It’s a big day for the big screen!” 

— Eddy Cue (@cue), Apple’s SVP of Internet software and services, dropping a hint last 
Wednesday (Sept. 9) just before the CE giant unveiled the new Apple TV. 

TECH TWEETS

VIDEOPHILE 
TV BINGE-VIEWING: PRIMARILY A SOLO ACT
Thanks mostly to Netflix, 
gobbling up multiple TV 
episodes in one sitting is 
an increasingly popular 
act, but it’s hardly a family  
affair. Most consumers 
binge-watch alone, accord-
ing to the Arris 2015 Con-
sumer Entertainment Index, 
which based its findings on 
19,000 interviews in 19 
countries. To qualify for the 
study, respondents were re-
quired to have a TV service  
with an Internet-connected 
“capable device.”

Gary Arlen
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